
is yours!
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IN YOUTH - KA210
SMALL-SCALE PARTNERSHIP

01.

call for partners!



"The Choice Is Yours" is a KA210 - YOUTH Small-Scale Partnership
project that aims at providing learning materials to youth workers,
educators and potential employers hiring young people just
entering the labour market, that will promote a better
understanding of LGBTQ+ issues, protection of LGBTQ+ rights,
ways of providing a convenient learning/work environment, as well
as adequate nomenclature to ensure non-discrimination and open
communication in daily work with LGBTQ+ youth. 
These materials will be a guideline for those who work or employ
LGBTQ+ youth, so that they can, without overexposing them,
provide proper care, respect, and thus create favourable and
respectful conditions for their co-existence in certain social groups. 

Shortly about the idea.. 02.



03. Through this project we want to show young people that
the CHOICE is theirs, and we are here to SUPPORT them,
by educating, rasing awarness and providing guidelines



1) Two international training events, related to LGBTQ+ issues and
terminology as well as the methodology of creating educational
materials etc.

2) Creation of recommendations

3) Dissemination event where recommendations will be
presented

04. Main activities:



Why do we want to
cooperate internationally?

we want to learn
the situation of
LGBTQ+ youth in
other countries

05.
we want to share
ideas and create
something
important together

we want to share
experience and
knowledge with
others

we want to inspire
and be inspired by
others



Who are we looking for?

motivated NGOs
dealing with
LGBTQ+ issues,
with fewer
experience

06.
NGOs ready to
cooperate
internationally and
gain new
experience

NGOs willing to
expand their
network



07. Are you in?
Interested NGOs from Programme Countries are asked to

send their PIF, PIC, OID Number to:
cooperacja.internationally@gmail.com 

until 14.05.2021!
(Title: The choice is yours)

 
After receiving all documents, we will contact with 

selected NGOs



08. About us

We inspire others with our passion for travelling, exploring the world
and experiencing cultures. We conduct activities aimed at integrating

migrants with the local community. We activate young people and
support them in creating youth policy. We also conduct outdoor

activities. In all our projects we focus on cooperation that is why the
name of the Foundation is "Cooperacja" (Cooperation).

We are a young Polish Foundation consisted of experienced and
educated staff. Through our activities, we expand the cultural offer in

the region - reaching mainly those places where access to culture is
limited. We protect cultural heritage and cultivate local traditions.



Monika Pawlak
President

Ewelina Lasota
Vice President

09. Contact

cooperacja.internationally@gmail.com



www.cooperacja.pl

www.facebook.com/FundacjaCooperacja

www.instagram.com/fundacjacooperacja

www.tiktok.com/@cooperacja

www.linkedin.com/company/fundacja-cooperacja

Find us on...10.


